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Cryogenic Examination on Fiber Metal
Laminates – A Short Critic
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Abstract: Fiber Metal laminates (FML) have made its place in
the prominence of the materials development whereby the study of
its mechanical, physical, chemical characterization of the property
of the material behavior have been studies and reported by various
intellects. This paper delivers a scope of cryogenic treatment and
the effect of the Fiber Metal laminates towards its property change
and dialect behavior towards the subject of the material to the
adverse cooling temperature. Every material holds a particular
energy by its stances to the heat of addition which results due
cause of the material heat absorption and quantum movement of
the particles resulting in the energy due cause of molecular
randomness.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The emphasis of cryogenic have started its way back in
nineteenth century when few scientist tried to liquefy the
permanent gases like oxygen, Nitrogen, etc. resulted in the
phase change of the gaseous to liquid causing the material to
lower the temperature adversely down to a critical
temperature onto which the said permanent gaseous
liquefies. The impact of cryogenic was phased outwards by
the English Physicists Lord Kelvin when he stated the
occurrences of the complete absence of the molecular motion
due cause of complete absence of heat and temperature
giving the scientist to forward the research towards making
all the permanent gaseous to its complete cease known as
Cryogenic critical state. The significance of the material
towards its mechanical strength increases as being treated
with the cryogenic liquids and thereby imparting the increase
of hardness with the material causing the material to be more
hardened by sacrificing the ductility of the materials. The
cryogenic study have given way forth to the scientist to over
enunciate the effect of superconductivity whereby the
material get zero resistances to the flow of electron as the
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conduction of current in the circuit. Which have made the
researcher to impart the varied studies on the cryogenic
treatment in the metal and various alloys and studying the
parametric changes of the materials.
II. CRYOGENIC TREATMENT STUDIES ON FML
Fiber metal laminates holds good to its varied properties as a
constituent of materials in the laminates forms. The main
advantages of the fiber metal laminates over the other metal
and alloys holds its anisotropic characteristics properties
which is due cause of the stacking of the various laminates
over the other with different mechanical and chemical
properties, though ensures the production of a material with
the desired properties since it lies in the control of the
manufacturer to control the desired parameters of the FML as
a whole by controlling the parameters of the individual
stacking of the various elements. The treatment of material
below the temperature of 123 K relies on the range of the
cryogenic temperature and in most cases the modulation of
temperature to 173 K induces the cause of super elasticity in
the material medium making the material to null resistance to
the conduction and making the flow of electron with zero
resistances.[1-2]. The cryogenic treatment studies on the
laminates of fiber glass and epoxy laminates where studied
under varied condition of 77K and 296 K for both notched
and un- notched plies of laminates and the result studied by
M .Gong. et al [3] have significantly showed the behavior
characteristic of a brittle material as in case of similar
replication of the metal alloys making the clear prospect of
the reduction of ductility of the material and the enhancement
of the brittle characteristic induction by the material in
subject of the conditioned with the cryogenic and the energy
dissipation density increases with decrease of layup angles.
The primary study have clearly illustrate the increase of the
strength by 15-20% as compared to the treatment of the
laminates from room temperature to cryogenic temperature.
K. Logesh [15] have invariantly emphasized the various
method of manufacturing of the fiber metal laminates and
characterization techniques.
The emphasis of studies on the cryogenic treatment have
evidenced even in the industrial scenario whereby the B C
Ray [4] have elucidated the effect of linear and inter-laminar
failure in the woven carbon fiber 50,55,60 percentage weight
reinforced with the epoxy composite herein to study the
characteristic failure behavior of the materials.
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The temperature damage mechanics was emphasized with the
micro structural analysis, a high interfacial cracking and
deboning were resulted with the cryogenic treatment,
formation of row of cups due to the formation of coalesce was
formed which signified the less interference in the usage of
the cryogenic to positive impact raw epoxy composite
leading to the inclusion of the metal laminates and its
cryogenic studies.
Since then the addition of the metal laminates to the
improved strength upon the treatment of the metals was
characterized unto which S Kalia [5] invariantly studies the
effect of addition of the matrix of fiber in GFRP composite
and its mechanical characterization of the laminated under
the cryogenic treatment and resulted in the improved
behavior properties of fiber with volume fraction of 70:30 in
ultimate tensile strength (UTS) and 75:25 gave higher
flexural and impact strength. Since the development of the
arena of materials towards the infliction of Nano technology
have adversely made the researcher to motivate themselves to
the adhere the properties of influence of the cryogenic as the
behavior of the delamination and various process parameter
shall vary accordingly with the inclusion of the substrate with
the Nano material and have studied by various researchers
Ram Kumar R [17] have made a précised elaboration of the
review on various glass fiber epoxy composites incorporating
CNT tubes associated with Al2O3 along g with Y. Shao et
al[16] whereby the effect of cryogenic treatment on the
Carbon nano tubes (CNT) with controlled cooling process
have been studied and have evidenced the increase of
bonding strength by 33% by thermal shrinkage of CNT
tubes on the treatment of the cryogenic environments. M.
Najafi, [18] studied the effect of cryogenic aging in fiber
metal laminates upon which the cryogenic aging was done at
-196oC for 336 h was calibrated and have conclude the
negative impact of the GE ( Glass- Epoxy) composite
towards its flexural stiffness and impact strengths
III. CRYOGENIC ASSISTED MACHINABILITY
STUDIES OF FML
Machinability induced Cryogenic treatment in various
material have made its path in the area of cryogenic whereby
the effect of the improved machined characterization of the
material and the tool life dependencies were studied by
various researchers includes the article of N Govindaraju and
Y Kanyak et al [6-7]to make the evaluation of the machining
of Inconel 718 which is high temperature material and have
showed improved machining parameter in terms of improved
surface quality and reduced tool wear after the inclusion of
the cryogenics. As discussed in the above article its clear that
even the addition of the matrix and the laminated stacking
also have shown the same effect of the reduced ductile
strength and the improved hardness of the material along the
laminates making the material to facilitate brittle zone effect
to the material thus the case of the fatigue strength of the
material determination was of the most concern whereby the
researcher wanted to study about the inclusion of the
repetitive load would cause to the material to which the
researcher Van De Camp [8] elucidated the effect of fatigue
and stress strain behavior of the Fiber metal laminates of
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Al2024/ stycast 2085 FT composite sandwiches under
cryogenic treatment and found the increase of fatigue life
have improved to around 20 times as compared to the normal
room treated laminates. So as to encapsulate the result of the
theoretical and practical stances of the fiber metal laminates
study on the cryogenic model the base of the finite element
modeling of the cryogenic model based machine analysis and
in symbiosis was studies by A H Kheriddine and L S Ahmed
et al. [9-10] whereby the researcher developed a model
based cryogenic cooling and cutting parameters were used to
predict the Zener Hollomon parameter value at the surface of
the hole and have witnessed in the increase in the surface
hardness as compared favorably with the FEM model
constituting the Hall – Petch relations. Thereby this studies
have evidenced in the usage of the model based studies
associated with the fiber metal laminates and its coherences
with the treatment of the cryogenics.
The significant of researchers have studied the impact of
the usage of the cryogenic material and though the usage of
the surface integrity by minimum quality lubrication (MQL)
have analyzed by K. Giasin[11,13], since for any machining
operation the usage of the lubricant have predominantly
improved the machining output parameters thought the
inclusion of both the desirable effect of the cryogenic
treatment and the MQL have studies for GLARE fiber metal
laminates and have significantly zest the usage have
improvised the machinability and have reduced exit burr
formation and have also emphasized the design of
experiment to mend the machinability of the materials. As
similar the cryogenic treatment of the CFRP composite
materials was studied by T.Xia [12] and have resulted in the
reduction on the cutting edge rounding of drill bit and outer
corner wear and adverse to the result of the K Gasim[11] , T.
Xia [12] added the notion that cryogenic cooling in
machining have generated larger thrust force, torque and thus
larger delamination factors.
In any machining operation the condition of the process
parameter and the optimization of its best part to find the
better suitability lies its predominated role G. Basmaci et
al,[15] investigated the impact of the cryogenic conditioning
and drill diameter on Carbon fiber reinforced polymers using
the methodology of dipped cryogenic machining the result
have greatly influenced the drilled parameter and surface
roughness and however it has increased the thrust force and
delamination factor. On the combined study of Basmaci and
Gasim it can be emphasized that the implication of the
cryogenic treatment have greatly influenced the delamination
factor of the laminates/composite as a whole.
The increased thermal effect because of the drilling
assisted with its parameter causes the affect of quality of the
FML and though influences the surface properties of the
material though the cryogenic and various lubrication have
made its role to the utmost potential K. Giasin [19] studied
the hole perpendicularity error in fiber metal laminates and
have shown the least or null influence of either cryogenic or
MQL in the perpendicularity error of the fiber metal
laminates. process.
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IV. CONCLUSION
The prominent cause of the studies have entrusted various
researcher and there studies of the cryogenic treatment of the
fiber metal laminates. It was evidenced by many researcher
as the metal because of its coherence in the range of isotropic
characteristic nature have clearly shown the loss of ductility
and the improvement of the metallic hardenability on the
treatment over cryogenic which have been reflected as same
in case of the fiber metal laminates owing to the loss of
ductility and increase of the hardenability of the material
even though the fiber metal laminates shown anisotropic
characteristic in nature due to different stacking over varied
constituents.
The increase of hardness have also been impacted its
counterpart thereby increasing the laminated failure by
influencing and enhancing the laminate delamination as
studied by the researchers. The machining arena of the
cryogenic have been a thrust area for many researcher since
the inclusion of the cryogenic with the MQL have shown
significance in the improvement of the machinability by
eliminating the heat generation and reduced the tool wear.
The increase in fatigue life of the tools have also been
evidenced to the researcher which shall be accomplished to
increase the process parameter optimization in the cryogenic
constrain of the materials and its machining attributes. As
suggested cryogenic too include its effect and affecting
parameters so as to which the optimization and modeling
analysis shall conglomerate the desirable influence and will
eliminate the undesirable constrain in the machining of fiber
metal laminates which is studies by researchers either by
FEM models or the experimental analysis. Thus the fiber
metal laminates can be desirously opted to the replacement
of the material even in the phase of modern and adverse low
temperature application in accordance to its process
parameter optimization along with its counterparts of
materials.
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